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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT?

• A fundamental review and rebuilding of the learning experiences that we 
provide for all children.

- The Core Curriculum: English & Maths (&Science)

- The Wider Curriculum: All foundation Subjects

History / Geography / (Science) / Art / Music / RE / PSHE*/ 
Computing / DT / PE / MfL**

*  Personal Social Health Education

** Modern Foreign Languages



WHERE WE STARTED

• Vision – ‘Believing It’s Possible’

Curriculum of Possibility



Vision

Grace Integrity Courage Passion

Successful Learning

Oracy Advocacy Independence Active Learning

Curriculum Drivers

Our Curriculum of Possibility

Reading Writing Maths RE
Foundation 

Subjects

Spirituality Community Possibilities

Values

Believing It’s Possible

Our Model of Intent

Parental 
Participation

Hub 
Learning

Inclusion



CURRICULUM DRIVERS

•Community

•Possibility

•Spirituality



2 PILLARS OF LEARNING

Content Approaches

Subjects Successful Learning
(T&L Principles)

What Why



Curriculum Drivers

Spirituality Community Possibilities



Stoke Bishop C of E Primary School’s two-year curriculum Enquiry titles









•Reflectiveness
•Sense of belonging
•Understanding of place in this world

•Understanding heritage + local 
knowledge
•Stoke Bishop + Bristol’s varied History
•Becoming Global Citizens + agents for 
change – sustainability, Diversity, + 
Equality

Spirituality

Community

Possibilities •Access the curriculum
•Cultural Capital
•Equality + social mobility
•Experiences and trips

What Next?



OTHER KEY AREAS OF FOCUS

• Local study – learning from what’s around us – in Stoke Bishop, Bristol and the 
South West

• ‘Decolonisation’ – A wider perspective on the world we live in and the history 
of how we have got to this point.

• Understanding National, International and Global issues:

- Equalities & Diversity (MeToo & BLM)

- Climate Crisis 

- Technology



T & L PRINCIPLES

• Focus on specific skills we want children to develop 
- and to know that’s what they are doing (big word alert):

Metacognition
Why? 

• Because the strongest learners are the ones who know what they are 
doing and can then repeat those skills in other learning situations.

“The important thing is not so much that every child is taught, but rather 
that every child is given the wish to learn.” 

John Lubbock



OUR TEACHING & LEARNING PRINCIPLES

• Active learning

• Independence

• Inclusion

• Advocacy

• Hub Learning

• Parental Participation

• Oracy

https://www.stokebishop.bristol.sch.uk/teaching-and-
learning/

https://www.stokebishop.bristol.sch.uk/teaching-and-learning/


EXTRA - CURRICULAR

• Ever widening range of activities to support children in 
exploring what’s out there – sport, music, crafts, wider 
interests

• Activities take place at lunchtime and after school

• We are very aware that there are often costs attached to 
some of these. We support, where we can, to promote 
inclusion  and opportunity for all children.



SOME CONCRETE EXAMPLES

• Learning activities in classrooms.

• Try some different age groups.

• ICT suite – ‘Plickers’ assessment strategy.

• Teaching staff are there to facilitate and inform your 
thinking.



REFRESH THE BRAIN!

Please help yourself to a drink and something to eat.

We will start Q&A at 7.30pm





THANK YOU FOR COMING

• We are genuinely researching what works for the children 
here rather than just implementing a model that appeals 
to us or we’ve seen work elsewhere.

• Some of this is undoubtedly harder to do than other parts 
so the learning for the adults is just as important as that of 
the children.

• It’s ambitious – but that’s what your children deserve.

• Ongoing work - and therefore an ongoing conversation. 

• We will continue to try and keep you in the loop with 
what is actually happening in your child’s education.


